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Abstract: The conventional fed-batch process characterized by a low titer currently challenges
pharmaceutical development. Process optimization by applying a perfusion process in the pre-stage
and subsequent production phase at a high seeding density (HSD) can meet this challenge. In this
study, we employed a simplified approach based on measured experiments, namely segmented
modeling, to systematically analyze an HSD fed-batch process compared to a standard process. A
comparison indicated that the metabolic phases of HSD processes are not only shifted in time, but
metabolite trends show an altered metabolism. In an extended study, we integrated the intracellular
fluxes determined by a metabolic flux analysis into the segmented modeling approach. Compared
to using only extracellular rates, similar phases are identified, and this highlights the reliability of
phase identification modeling using extracellular rates only. Furthermore, the segmented linear
regression approach is used to create a model that describes cellular behavior and that can be used to
predict potential improvements in the feeding strategy and in harvest viability. Here, overfeeding
was eliminated and a significantly higher titer was achieved. This work provides insights into the
overall metabolic changes in the HSD process and paves the way towards the optimization of the
feeding regime.

Keywords: intensified fed-batch; segmented modeling; feeding optimization

1. Introduction

The biopharmaceuticals market focusing on monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) has been
growing rapidly in recent decades [1]. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are the preferred
cells for the production of monoclonal antibodies [2]. The conventional process starts
with a seed train in several batch passages to generate enough cells to inoculate the final
production process, which is performed in fed-batch mode. One characteristic of the fed-
batch process is the continuous or periodic addition of a concentrated feed medium to
replenish nutrients [3]. The conventional standard (STD) fed-batch production process
is characterized by two phases: the growth phase and the stationary phase. Most of the
product is generated in the stationary phase.

Future manufacturing capacities will be challenged by a high number of molecules in
the pipeline, especially in the case of multi-specific antibody formats that are difficult to
express [4,5]. Therefore, there is a need to increase the titer of the conventional fed-batch
processes and to achieve a higher productivity. This will also lead to an improved facility
utilization via product optimization [6]. To achieve a higher titer, the accumulation of cell
mass in the growth phase in the production stage is shifted into the N-1 expansion stage.
This shift occurs via perfusion and subsequent application of high seeding cell densities
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in N-stage production [7]. This process type is called the high seeding density (HSD)
fed-batch process.

Optimization of the cell culture process requires an in-depth knowledge of the cell
behavior. Mathematical modeling can provide a deep understanding of the mechanisms
and complex interactions in the cell culture process. The current popular methods of mech-
anistic and stochastic modeling often use complex models and depend on specific model
analysis tools [5–8]. In this work, we employ a simplified approach to identify metabolic
phases and to study the rationale behind the cell responses to environmental changes in the
cell culture process in different process settings. We systematically analyzed two different
process settings: STD and HSD fed-batch processes. The processes were performed using
CHO cell cultures as CHO cells are the preferred host for antibody production on the
manufacturing scale [2]. Measured data were used to calculate the specific growth rate and
the specific production or release rate of metabolites and antibody products; these data
were then used for segmented modeling. The experiments and analytics are described in
Section 2: Material and Methods. The data analysis and modeling are described in Section 3:
Data Analysis and Mathematical Models. Furthermore, an average model is generated
using the segmented linear regression approach, which describes the cellular behavior
of each metabolite and therefore is used to improve specific feeding. This paves the way
towards more streamlined optimizations of the feeding regime in the process due to deeper
insights into the metabolism of cells in HSD processes. To upgrade the methodology, we
utilized a metabolic flux analysis (MFA) to calculate the intracellular fluxes.

The objectives of this study can be clearly defined into three areas:

1. Analysis and comparison of metabolic phases in conventional and high seeding
density processes using segmented modeling.

2. Application of a segmented model for feeding optimization with the HSD process
using measured experiments.

3. Metabolic flux analyses and extension of segmented modeling by integration of
intracellular fluxes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell Lines, Seed Train and Cultivation Processes

A proprietary CHO-K1 GS cell line producing a monoclonal antibody was cultivated
in a chemically defined, in-house-developed medium. The cell line was originally derived
from ATCC depository cell bank CCL-61 and is devoid of functional alleles for the glutamine
synthetase gene (CHO-K1 GS). The cell line development has already been described in the
work by Stadermann et al. [9].

The cells were thawed in the N-7 stage and then further cultivated until the N-3 stage
in shake flasks. The cells were cultivated in the whole seed train at 36.5 ◦C and 5% CO2
and the shake flasks were agitated at 120 rpm and 50 mm orbit. Cells were then transferred
into a 10 L wave (Flexsafe® RM, Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany) in the N-3 stage. The
wave stage was agitated by 24 rocks/min at a 7◦ angle. The seeding cell density of the
process was set to 0.5 × 106 cells/mL for three day passages and to 0.7 × 106 cells/mL for
two day passages.

The N-2 stage was the first controlled bioreactor process in the seed train. Here, the
cells were cultivated in an 8 L bioreactor for three days in a batch process. The seeding cell
density of the process was set to 0.4 × 106 cells/mL. The medium was equilibrated for 24 h
before inoculation. Cells were cultivated at 50% pO2, 6.95 ± 0.15 pH, 36.5 ◦C and 176 rpm.
The N-1 stage was conducted in 4 L bioreactors for 6 days as a perfusion process. Cells
were retained with tangential flow filtration (TFF) by using single-use, customized flow
paths (MiniKros®, Repligen, Waltham, MA, USA) consisting of a modified polyethersulfone
(mPES) membrane with a 0.65 µm pore size. A perfusion system from Repligen (KrosFlo®

KML™50, Waltham, MA, USA) with a centrifugal pump was used to control a constant
recirculation flow over time. The perfusion rates were adjusted every 24 h by the reactor
volumes per day. The seeding cell density of the process was set to 0.8 × 106 cells/mL. The
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medium was equilibrated for 24 h before inoculation. Cells were cultivated at 40% pO2,
6.95 ± 0.25 pH, 36.5 ◦C and 200 rpm. The pH was controlled using 1 M carbonate and CO2
gassing; the foaming was controlled by addition of antifoam as required.

Both different N-Stage fed-batch processes (HSD and STD) were inoculated by using
N-1 perfusion and were conducted in 3 L glass bioreactor systems (Applikon Biotech-
nology). The seeding cell density (SCD) of the STD process was 0.7 × 106 cells/mL and
the SCD of the HSD process was 10 × 106 cells/mL. Both process types are illustrated in
Figure 1. The cultivation duration was up to 14 days. Process parameters, such as pO2,
temperature, pH and P/V, were identical in both process types. Cells were cultivated at 50%
pO2, 6.95 ± 0.25 pH, 34.5 ◦C and 263 rpm. The pH was controlled using 1 M carbonate and
CO2 gassing; the foaming was controlled by the addition of antifoam as required. The feed
medium was added in both processes continuously until harvest; however, feed start was
on day zero for the HSD process and on day one for the STD process. The feeding strategy
started at 45 mL/L/day and was changed on day nine to 25 mL/L/day. If the glucose
concentration was below 3 g/L, glucose was added to reach a 5 g/L glucose concentration.
If indicated, a bolus was added to the HSD N-Stage processes. The processes HSD LAC and
HSD CYS were supplemented with sodium lactate (day 3 to 13; bolus criteria: ≤2 to 3 g/L)
or cysteine (fixed bolus: 7 mL from day 1 to day 5), respectively. Sodium lactate and cysteine
were both added with the already described criteria to the HSD LAC/CYS process. The
addition of lactate and cysteine are already described in the patent WO2021165302A1 [10].
Similar seed train and cultivation processes were performed by Brunner et al. [5].
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Figure 1. Illustration of N-1 prestage and N-Stage of the conventional standard (STD) process (A)
and high seeding density process (B). The STD fed-batch N-Stage is inoculated with a batch N-1
stage, while the HSD fed-batch N-Stage is inoculated with an N-1 perfusion stage, where cells are
retained through a filter module to reach high cell densities. Black color line describes cell density
and red line describes titer. Blue dotted arrow describes transfer from N-1 into N-Stage.
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2.2. In-Process Analytics

Samples were taken in the seed train in shake flasks and wave stages at transfer day
and these were analyzed for cell count, glucose and lactate concentration. In the controlled
prestages and the N-Stage, samples were taken every 24 h. Samples were analyzed in
N-2 stage for cell count, glucose, lactate and ammonia. The following parameters were
analyzed in the N-1 and N-Stage: cell count, glucose, lactate, ammonia, osmolality, antibody
concentration and amino acids.

The viable cell density and viability were measured using a Cedex HiRes analyzer
(Roche) and the corresponding software Cedex Software Version 2.3.4 for the device. The
viability was determined using trypan blue. Metabolites were measured with a Konelab™
Prime60i (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) device. The measuring principle of
the Konelab™ Prime60i is based on photometric measurements. The samples were mixed
with reagents and an enzymatic reaction took place.

A Protein-A HPLC method (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to measure antibody
concentration. The antibody concentration measurement was based on the principle of
affinity chromatography, where the matrix is silica gel and the ligand is protein A. The used
column was from Applied Biosystems (PA Immuno Detection Sensor Catridge 2.1 mm
(ID) × 30 mm). The following parameters were used for the antibody concentration
measurement: flow: 2 mL/min; wavelength: 280 nm; runtime: 7 min; and buffer with
mobile phase A (pH 7.4) and mobile phase B (pH 2.6). Amino acids were measured
with a 7890B GC System (Agilent Technologies) using the EZ faast Kit from the supplier
Phenomenex. Cysteine measurements were excluded due to stability issues [11,12]. Similar
analytics were performed by Brunner et al. [5].

3. Data Analysis and Mathematical Model
3.1. Metabolic Steady State

In general, metabolic phases are defined by a metabolic steady state. As a consequence,
intracellular concentrations remain constant within a phase as stated by Yahia et al. [13,14]. It
is further assumed that when all intracellular concentrations remain constant, the metabolic
fluxes as well as yield coefficients are also constant [14,15]. The basis for phase identification
is the presumption that consumption of substrates is separated into two parts: A part of the
consumption is growth-associated and therefore proportional to the specific growth rate, µ.
The other part is not consumed in association with growth and is used for maintenance
purposes or for the synthesis of non-growth-associated products [16]. The production of the
biopharmaceutical product can either be coupled with growth or modelled independently
from growth [17]. Based on this theory, an equation was formulated for the substrate
consumption (S) and product formation (P):[

rs
rp

]
= A ∗ µ+ B =

[
as
ap

]
∗ µ+

[
bs
bp

]
(1)

It was previously assumed that fluxes remain constant per phase, and, as shown in
Equation (1) as a linear function, A and B are constant within a metabolic phase. The
practical consequence of this is that the specific rate of production or release of metabolites
and antibody products can be expressed as a function of the growth rate. This is done by
using joined linear sub-models for the distinct metabolic phases. The breakpoints between
linear sub-models then correspond to metabolic shifts that connect metabolic phases [14].

3.2. Phase Identification

For phase identification, the vector A is further used and assumed to be constant.
The value of A is calculated by using the derivative of Equation (1). As the derivative can
amplify analytical and biological inaccuracies, the data of specific rates were first cleaned
with the ROUT method (performed with GraphPad Prism). Briefly, the ROUT method is
based on a model that is fitted to the data. This is performed with a robust method where
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outliers have little impact. Then, a new outlier detection method is used to detect outliers.
These are data points that are far enough from the prediction of the model [18]. Then, the
data were smoothed as a function of the specific growth rate using the LOWESS method
(linear locally weighted scatterplot smoother) with the software GraphPad Prism. This was
followed by the calculation of vector A by using the derivation of LOWESS. LOWESS and
all following data analysis steps were performed using JMP® (SAS institute).

In the next step, the aim is to find the values of A with small variation, as these
were assumed to be constant within a phase. This step was performed with recursive
partitioning. This method splits the derivatives of all metabolites into sub-populations
according to a splitting value. The splitting value maximizes the -log(p-value)—also called
log worth—of the chi-square test. This is done to measure how different the data are in the
two partitions. These partitions are determined to identify the number of breakpoints. To
identify the metabolic phases for all metabolites, hierarchical clustering was used to find
similar breakpoints. The agglomerative procedure, called Ward’s method [19], was used
for clustering. First, each measurement starts in its own cluster. Then, the distance of each
cluster is calculated and the nearest clusters are merged. The decision on the final number
of clusters is based on the first knee point in the linkage function. The knee point is defined
as the peak in the second-order derivative of the linkage distance function. This results in
the identification of the metabolic phases as the breakpoints between phases. The workflow
for identification of metabolic phases together with the segmented modelling approach
(Section 3.3) has already been published by Yahia et al. [14] and is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Workflow for identification of metabolic phases with the segmented modeling approach
(modified process of Yahia et al. [14]). (a) Raw experimental data of specific rates were plotted as
a function of specific growth and then were cleaned with the ROUT method. (b) The data were
smoothed with the LOWESS method and the derivatives of LOWESS were calculated. (c) Recursive
partitioning was used to split all calculated derivatives of each metabolite into sub-populations.
(d) Similar breakpoints were identified with hierarchical clustering. The final number of clusters
selected was chosen as the first knee point in the linkage function. (e) Segmented modeling is a
method in which the specific growth rate is partitioned into intervals and each interval is modelled
using linear regression. The breakpoints used in the segmented linear regression were the values
of the two line segments intersections. (f) The segmented modeling process was analyzed with
the F-Test to avoid overfitting and to reduce the number of breakpoints if this makes the model
statistically superior. (g) With the F-Test, the final number of breakpoints and therefore the metabolic
phases are identified.
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3.3. Segmented Modeling

Segmented modeling—also referred to as segmented regression—is a method in which
the independent variable (in this case µ) is partitioned into several segments and then
each interval is modelled using linear regression [20]. The breakpoints are used as the
values where the two line segments intersect. To avoid overfitting, the resulting segmented
regression is analyzed with an F-test to determine whether the addition of a breakpoint
makes the model statistically preferable to a model with a reduced number of breakpoints
(Figure 2). The F-Test and segmented modeling were performed with GraphPad Prism.

3.4. Metabolic Flux Analysis

Metabolic flux analyses provide deeper insights into cell metabolism. Here, we
use an MFA for the determination of significant metabolic pathways in the metabolic
model; intracellular fluxes are calculated by utilizing a stoichiometric model for the major
intracellular reactions and by applying mass balances around intracellular metabolites [21].
A metabolic flux analysis was performed with MATLAB 2019a and the toolbox PFA. The
PFA toolbox provides a comprehensive set of MATLAB functions to apply possibilistic
MFA. Possibilistic MFA can handle inconsistencies by considering sensor errors and model
imprecision to provide rich and reliable flux estimations [22]. A metabolic network of the
central carbon metabolism of CHO cells was applied based on published works [23,24].
The network comprised glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), the TCA cycle and
amino acid metabolism. Compartmentation was neglected. Specific rates of consumption
or release of metabolites at sampling were used as model inputs. Th specific oxygen uptake
rate was not measured; therefore, an estimation was used. Xing et al. [25] measured the
specific oxygen consumption to be 0.32 pmol/cell * h in CHO cells. As this was measured
in a different system with different conditions, a standard deviation of 20% was used. In
the next phase, the calculated intracellular fluxes were coupled with the measurements to
enrich the dataset for the identification of metabolic phases.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Process Performance: Standard vs. High Seeding Density Fed-Batch

To investigate the impact of intensified fed-batch processes compared to standard
fed-batch (STD) processes, different seeding cell densities, such as 0.7 × 106 cells/mL (STD),
and high seeding densities (HSD) with 10 × 106 cells/mL were employed (Figure 3). The
idea behind an intensified fed-batch process is that the accumulation of cell mass in the
production stage is shifted into the N-1 expansion stage by using perfusion [7]. This desired
effect can be seen in the experimental data of STD and HSD processes. The accumulation
of the cell mass in the HSD process is shifted largely into the prestage, as the HSD process
reaches its peak viable cell density five days earlier than the STD process. There are two
further differences between HSD and STD processes: the HSD process reaches a higher
peak VCD and the viability declines earlier. The characteristics of an intensified process as
seen in our runs were also observed by Padawer et al. [26]. A low viability can significantly
affect product potency and quality [27]. Product quality plays a pivotal role in bioprocesses;
hence, increasing the harvest viability is an important development goal. Therefore, the
problem of reduced viability in HSD processes must be addressed.

There are different approaches to increase the harvest viability, e.g., by process param-
eters such as temperature or by improving media supplementation. This work will focus on
the media platform. Therefore, two supplementations, lactate (LAC) and lactate + cysteine
(LAC + CYS), were tested, as these have already been described in the literature [5]. The
HSD10M + LAC process and the HSD10M process without additions showed similar be-
havior for viable cell density and for viability. The addition of LAC and CYS led to a higher
viability and therefore to a higher viable cell density.

The HSD process reached a ≈ 33% higher titer compared to the STD process. The
supplementation of LAC did not improve the productivity. However, supplementation
of LAC + CYS led to a significant increase of about 57% in the titer compared to the
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HSD process without supplementation. This increase is due to a sustained viability and
thus higher integral of viable cells (IVC), in addition to a higher cell-specific productivity.
Therefore, the final product titer of the intensified process with LAC + CYS supplementation
was ≈110% higher than the standard fed-batch process. The addition of lactate to our
in-house combination with CYS might be beneficial for increasing cell-specific productivity.
Cysteine has also been shown to improve cell viability by an increase in the intracellular
glutathione concentration, thereby actively reducing reactive oxygen species (ROS) [5,10,28].
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4.2. Identification of Metabolic Phases Using Extracellular Fluxes

The extracellular environment is always changing due to consumption of substrates
and the accumulation of waste products. Cells are constantly adapting to this changing
environment and this results in different metabolic phases. The shifts between phases
indicate the time point at which cells enter a new metabolic phase. Therefore, these phases
must be identified first to provide an understanding of the phenotypic behavior of cells and
to propose strategies for the optimization of HSD processes [29]. Focusing only on growth
phases (including the lag phase, exponential phase, and stationary phase) may result in
metabolic shifts that can be only detected by observing the yield coefficients between
metabolite consumption and cell growth being missed. Therefore, we employed the
approach of segmented linear regression described by Yahia et al. [15] to identify metabolic
phases. This method circumvents the described problem by the application of a metabolic
steady state concept. In such a state, specific metabolite rates remain constant within a
metabolic phase [14]. We applied segmented regression on the cleaned datasets containing
specific growth rates and specific production or consumption rates of metabolites and
recombinant antibodies. We performed segmented modeling on the STD process and
HSD10M, HSD10M + LAC and HSD10M + LAC/CYS process types.

4.2.1. Comparison of Identified Breakpoints

Segmented modeling results in the identification of breakpoints; these breakpoints de-
scribe when cells enter a new metabolic phase. Figure 4 describes the identified breakpoints
for the different process types. Each breakpoint is described in terms of the corresponding
specific growth rate to provide a better understanding. The first breakpoint describes the
change from the 1st to the 2nd metabolic phase; the value of the first breakpoint decreases
from the STD process to HSD10M, HSD10M + LAC and finally to HSD10M + LAC/CYS.
The second breakpoint describes the change from the 2nd to 3rd metabolic phase; it occurs
at higher specific growth rates in the STD process compared to the other process types.
The decrease in the specific growth rate in which the breakpoint is identified from the first
into the second metabolic phase correlates with an increasing final titer concentration. This
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cannot be seen in the second breakpoint. These results may be explained by the observation
that the first metabolic phase is characterized by cell growth, while the second and third
phases are characterized by a titer increase. Therefore, an earlier shift from phase 1 to phase
2 may be relevant for the final titer in contrast to the transition from phase 2 to phase 3.
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Figure 4. Comparison of identified breakpoints with the method segmented linear modeling for the
processes: standard (2), HSD10M without supplementation (5), HSD10M with LAC supplementation
(3) and HSD10M with LAC/CYS (2) supplementation. The number in the brackets shows the
number of runs which were used for this analysis. First breakpoint is shown in (a) and the second
breakpoint is shown in (b). STD, standard process with seeding density of 0.7 × 106 cells/mL;
HSD10M, process with the seeding density 10 × 106 cells/mL; +LAC, supplemented with lactate;
+LAC/CYS, supplemented with lactate and cysteine. The light blue arrow shows that the value
of the first breakpoint decreases from the STD process to HSD10M, HSD10M + LAC and finally to
HSD10M + LAC/CYS. The dark blue arrow shows that the second breakpoint is at higher specific
growth rates in the STD process compared to the other process types with HSD10M.

4.2.2. Comparison of the Growth Behavior and Length of Identified Phases

The phase change in the HSD processes mostly occurs on the same process days, as
shown in Figure 5. These phase shifts are around day three and between days five and
six. However, the phase shift for the STD process is different and occurs around day six
and around day nine. The phase duration in the HSD processes for the first two phases
is ≈ three days, while the third phase is ≈ eight days long. This differs from the STD
process, where the first phase is six days long, the second phase is three days and the third
phase is five days long. Therefore, the first phase is shortened by three days in the HSD10M
processes, while the third phase is prolonged by three to four days compared to the STD
process. Figure 3 demonstrates that when the phase shifts occur earlier in the process, the
specific productivity increases and therefore benefits the overall titer in the different HSD
processes. Yang et al. also showed [7] that shifting the growth phase in the N-1 phase by
using a higher seeding density leads to a higher volumetric productivity.

These data show that the HSD process is shifted by three days. The first phase is
known for biomass production. Therefore, the higher seeding density leads to a partial shift
in the cell growth phase away from capital-intensive large-scale reactors into the smaller
previous stage [30]. However, when looking at the different trends in amino acids and
metabolites in each phase between the STD and HSD processes (data shown in Section 4.2.3),
not only is the process shifted by three days, but the data also suggest differences within
the phases.

The duration of the metabolic phases of the HSD processes are similar; however,
the HSD + LAC/CYS process has a slightly longer second phase than the other HSD
processes. The second phase is characterized by lactate consumption, as discussed later.
Lactate consumption is favorable for the process [31]; therefore, this prolongation of the
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second phase could be a potential reason for the improved process performance of the
LAC/CYS process.
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Figure 5. Illustration of identified phases with the data of specific growth rate and specific productiv-
ity against the process time for the processes: (a) standard (2), (b) HSD10M without supplementation
(5), (c) HSD10M with LAC supplementation (3) and (d) HSD10M with LAC/CYS (2) supplementa-
tion. The number in the brackets behind the process types shows the number of runs which were
used for this analysis. STD, standard process with seeding density of 0.7 × 106 cells/mL; HSD10M,
process with the seeding density 10 × 106 cells/mL; +LAC, supplemented with lactate; +LAC/CYS,
supplemented with lactate and cysteine.

4.2.3. Comparison of the Rates in the Identified Phases

Figure 6a presents the models of productivity and the most important metabolites:
glucose, lactate and ammonium. There are differences between the processes regarding
the metabolism of glucose and lactate. For all processes, glucose consumption occurs
during the whole process, while the highest consumption is in the first phase. When
comparing the rates among the process types, the STD process has the highest glucose
consumption rate and the highest lactate production rate in the first phase. In conclusion,
the STD process consumes more glucose and produces more lactate at similar growth rates.
These differences likely relate to the cells’ different stages. Vodopivec et al. [32] presented
different metabolite characteristics (including glucose and lactate) in the growth stages
and early and late exponential growth phases. This suggests that the STD process is in the
early exponential growth phase, while the HSD processes are already shifted to the late
exponential growth phase with a reduced need for glucose. When only considering the
different HSD processes, a similar trend in these metabolites is visible. This confirms that
supplementation does not lead to an altered glucose/lactate metabolism.
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Figure 6. Comparison of segmented linear modeling for productivity and specific rates of consump-
tion or release of glucose, lactate and ammonium (a) and for selected amino acids (b) for the processes:
standard (2), HSD10M without supplementation (5), HSD10M with LAC supplementation (3) and
HSD10M with LAC/CYS (2) supplementation. The number in the brackets shows the number of runs
which were used for this analysis. Data points were cleaned before segmented modeling; therefore,
some models are reduced, e.g., for the model of qSer for HSD10M + LAC/CYS. Some models resulted
in less than three phases due to the F-Test, which avoids overfitting. ALA = alanine; ARG = arginine;
ASN = asparagine; GLN = glutamine; GLU = glutamate, LEU = leucine; SER = serine; TYR = tyrosine.
The prefix q describes the specific rates of consumption or release. STD, standard process with
seeding density of 0.7 × 106 cells/mL; HSD10M, process with the seeding density 10 × 106 cells/mL;
+LAC, supplemented with lactate; +LAC/CYS, supplemented with lactate and cysteine.

The segmented models of the productivity for HSD without additions and the STD
process are almost identical for most µ values. This suggests that a higher seeding density
did not alter productivity. Only a higher cell number led to a higher titer. The addition of
LAC and LAC/CYS slightly increases the slope of the trend line. The specific productivity
increases with these supplementations.

The uptake rates of the amino acids per phase are shown in a heatmap (Figure 7). The
rates of most of the amino acids, for example, LYS, MET, PHE and VAL, are similar for all
processes. They only show a moderate exchange flux between the different process types.
However, some amino acids show clear differences between the process types (models
shown in Figure 6b).
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Figure 7. Heatmap of the median consumption and production of the amino acids, glucose, lac-
tate and ammonium, and productivity. The phases of each process type were identified with
segmented linear modeling for the processes: standard (2), HSD10M without supplementation
(5), HSD10M with LAC supplementation (3) and HSD10M with LAC/CYS (2) supplementa-
tion. The number in the brackets shows the number of runs which were used for this analysis.
STD, standard process with seeding density of 0.7 × 106 cells/mL; HSD10M, process with the seed-
ing density 10 × 106 cells/mL; + LAC, supplemented with lactate; + LAC/CYS, supplemented
with lactate and cysteine. ASP = aspartate; GLY = glycine; HIS = histidine; HYP = hydroxyproline;
ILE = isoleucine; LYS = lysine; MET = methionine; ORN = ornithine; PHE = phenylalanine;
PRO = proline; TRP = tryptophan; TYR = tyrosine; VAL = valine; mAb = monoclonal antibody. The
prefix q describes the specific rates of consumption or release.

The highest consumed amino acid was asparagine. Asparagine (ASN) is an important
non-essential amino acid in cell culture media, playing a central role in key metabolic
pathways [2,33]. CHO cells tend to highly consume asparagine compared to other amino
acids, as ASN is used to replenish the TCA cycle [2]. The STD process showed a higher
consumption in phase one and two. As Ritacco et al. [2] reported, ASN is mostly consumed
in the exponential phase. During cultivation, the specific growth rate declined, as did the as-
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paragine uptake, which confirms the statement of Ritacco et al. STD cultivations displayed
elongated higher consumption, which correlates with their extended growth phase.

Comparing the different models of asparagine, the trendline of asparagine has a higher
slope at high growth rates for the STD process compared to the HSD processes. Therefore,
the increased consumption of ASN in the STD process is a major reason for the increased
ammonia production (Figure 7). As mentioned before, the increased uptake shows that the
HSD process is not just shifted in time, but also the metabolism is altered. This can also
relate to differences in the early and late exponential growth phases as already stated by
Vodopivec [32].

Similar observations to ASN were made for SER. Serine is an important amino acid
involved in the provision of precursors and co-factors for nucleotides biosynthesis. In
proliferating cells, increased nucleotide synthesis is necessary for DNA replication and for
RNA production to enable protein synthesis at different stages of the cell cycle [34]. This
correlates with the observed higher uptake rates of serine in the exponential phase for all
processes and with the highest uptake rate in the STD process. At these points, the cells
were in the beginning of the exponential growth phase (Figure 6b). The data were cleaned
before segmented modeling; therefore, some of the models are reduced where a higher
amount of data were excluded, e.g., qSer for HSD10M + LAC/CYS.

Alanine, besides lactate, is the highest produced metabolite. According to Li et al. [35],
alanine typically accumulates during the rapid early growth stage of cell cultures and is
produced after nitrogen detoxification [36]. This can be seen in the model, as the production
rate is the highest for all processes at high growth rates. The alanine production is shut
down on day three for HSD runs and on day nine for STD processes. This correlates with
the metabolic shift to lactate consumption. The glycolytic flux is not sufficient anymore to
fill the TCA cycle and presents a probable reason why lactate is consumed and why alanine
is not produced anymore.

4.3. Feed Optimization Using Segmented Modeling

Feed optimization mostly relies on lab experiments based on design of experiments
(DoE). To reduce the number of experiments in the design space, the segmented model
provides a guidance on cell-specific demands. Therefore, an average segmented model was
calculated with a broader design space. The average model consists of the data from the
three different HSD runs, which are merged to obtain a larger dataset including 29 HSD
processes. The data were used to calculate the mean and 3SD. This average model was then
validated by further using a dataset (HSD process with LAC/CYS supplementation) which
was not used for the model. The average model was used for feed optimization. For this
purpose, we compared the average model calculated with specific rates with the specific
feeding of the respective metabolite (glucose and lactate) and for the amino acids (Figure 8).
The benefit of segmented modeling in this feed optimization is the simplified approach
to generate an average model that considers the metabolic phases. Here, we applied two
different approaches for the optimization of the feeding regime.

4.3.1. Reduction in Overfeeding

A comparison of the average consumption model and the specific feeding shows an
overfeeding of most of the amino acids between day six and day nine. The amino acids
were arginine, histidine, isoleucine, leucin, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, proline,
serine, threonine, tryptophane, tyrosine and valine. A similar trend can be seen for each
of these amino acids. The specific consumption model stays at a lower level, while the
specific feeding is increased due to a constant feeding rate and a reducing viable cell
density. From day nine onwards, the feeding rate is reduced. The overfeeding starts at
day six; this correlates with the metabolic shift that was observed above. Therefore, a
feeding rate change at the timepoint of a predicted metabolic shift would be effective to
prevent overfeeding.
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Brunner et al. [5] published their work focusing on HSD processes and applied an
extended metabolite analysis. An analysis of cultivation samples revealed the potential of
inhibiting metabolites accumulating in the HSD and STD culture at the timepoint when cell
viability started to decrease. These potential inhibiting metabolites, such as 2-deoxycitidine,
indole-3-lactic acid, indole-3-carboxylic acid and 2-hydroxybutyrate, accumulate early in
HSD cultures. Mulukulta et al. [37] analyzed these metabolites and further inhibitory sub-
stances, i.e., catabolic intermediates or by-products of phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan,
leucine, serine, threonine, methionine or glycine metabolism. Overfeeding of amino acids
may therefore lead to an accumulation of these inhibitory substances.
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The feed composition was developed in-house to meet nutrient needs during cell
culture. Changing the feed composition in the bioprocess is highly complex and not a
common practice. However, eliminating the overfeeding between day six and day nine in
the HSD processes by reducing the feed rate earlier is easy to implement in the lab.

In order to validate the hypothesis of earlier feed reduction based on in silico observa-
tions, we performed a complementary study with the preliminary investigated cell line and
a further cell line. The results from this study can be seen in Figure 9. The titer at harvest
day did not significantly change between the control and the reduced feed. There is only a
slight improvement in the viability of ≈ 6% on the last process day. The reduction in the
feed led only to a marginal improvement in the process. However, the results support the
segmented model as a suitable method for feed optimization. The reduction in the feed
did not lead to a depletion or to an inferior process performance and intense overfeeding
was eliminated.
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 Figure 9. (a,c) Viability and (b,d) pre-harvest titer (normalized) for the cell line 1 (a,b) and cell
line 2 (c,d) with the comparison of three processes: the HSCD10M control process (black), the
HSD10M process with an earlier reduction in the feeding rate (denoted Reduc. in blue) and the
HSD10M process with addition of bolus media (on process day 0–5) with the amino acids asaparagine,
aspartate, glutamate and isoleucine (denoted BM in green). The processes were performed in
duplicate (n = 2). An unpaired t-test was performed for the Prot A titer at harvest. n.s. means not
significant, * means p ≤ 0.05.
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4.3.2. Addition of Depleted Amino Acids

In the second approach, the average model and the specific feeding strategy were used
to detect which amino acids have a significant difference between feeding and consumption;
this difference will indicate which amino acids are underfed. The most prominent example
of a depleted amino acid is asparagine (ASN). ASN is used to replenish the TCA cycle and
has been reported to be a key amino acid that could potentially suppress apoptosis. ASN
and three other depleted amino acids, aspartate, glutamate and isoleucine, were formulated
in a stock solution and were given as bolus in metabolic phases one and two from day 0
to day 5 in a complementary study. The resulting titer is shown in Figure 9. The bolus
addition showed a significant titer increase of 13.7% for cell line two. The bolus addition
did not result in a changed process performance for the viability or the titer of cell line 1.
This result indicates the potential of the process optimization by using an average model
for, e.g., HSD processes with regard to metabolic phases.

4.4. Metabolic Flux Analysis of the HSD Process Supplemented with LAC/CYS

The breakpoints between the metabolic phases were identified with segmented linear
modeling using the extracellular fluxes of the cell. In the next step, intracellular fluxes
obtained by metabolic flux analyses were integrated into segmented modeling. Therefore,
an MFA is performed for the HSD process supplemented with LAC/CYS.

We performed the MFA with a model from the literature [23] and with the MATLAB-
based toolbox PFA [22]. The raw data of both processes were used to calculate the intra-
cellular flux distribution for every day of the process. The MFA results for each day are
shown for both processes in the heatmap as means in Figure 10. The fluxes are expressed in
percent (normalized) as a function of process time (d). The highest uptake of glucose and
flux through glycolysis can be seen in the beginning of the process, which then declines
until day six, when lactate consumption is the highest. The low flux in the glycolysis
is then compensated by uptake of lactate. From day eight onwards, the glycolytic flux
increases again. At the end of the process, lactate is mostly not being metabolized anymore
as the flux is around zero after day nine. Part of the flux flow in glycolysis goes from
glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) into ribulose-5-phosphate (R5P) and subsequently into the
pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). The flux into the PPP is low compared to the fluxes in
other pathways. The flux into the PPP is the highest in the beginning and then decreases
over time.

Besides the flux to lactate and to the PPP, the glucose flux goes into another major
metabolic pathway. This pathway starts with the conversion of pyruvate into acetyl-CoA,
which then enters the TCA cycle. Upon analyzing the flux map, the fluxes in the TCA cycle
do not have high variations. The fluxes are mostly in a similar range with a minimum at
day seven. Comparing the fluxes of TCA with glycolysis shows a higher flux in TCA than
in glycolysis from day three onwards in the stationary phase [21,36]. This is due to the
replenishment of the TCA by lactate. However, amino acids are also major contributors to
the high fluxes in the TCA cycle. The same behavior could be observed in the MFA results
of CHO cells performed with the same model [23,24] and in MFA results performed with
other models [5,21,25,38–40].

4.5. Extended Segmented Modeling by Integration of Intracellular Fluxes

Intracellular fluxes obtained by MFA were integrated into segmented modeling. In-
tegration of intracellular fluxes could lead to the identification of more phases that were
not detected by only using extracellular fluxes. Furthermore, a metabolic flux analysis
could give more insights into the shift in metabolic behavior which results in several
metabolic phases. Therefore, the MFA results from the HSD10M + LAC/CYS data were
integrated into segmented modeling together with the extracellular rates. The breakpoints
of the metabolic shifts without intracellular fluxes for the HSD + LAC/CYS process were
−0.046 1/d and 0.0147 1/d. The breakpoints with integration of the intracellular fluxes
were −0.042 1/d and 0.0141 1/d. The breakpoints with both methods only differ in the
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third decimal place. The identified breakpoints are therefore similar with and without inte-
gration of intracellular fluxes. This proves that segmented modeling only with extracellular
rates is still a powerful tool for analyzing cell behavior in a fed-batch cell culture process.
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Figure 10. Heatmap of the metabolic flux analysis performed with the data of two identi-
cal uHSD10M + LAC/CYS processes. The fluxes are normalized in percent and are shown
against the process time in days. The left side shows the intracellular fluxes which are part of
the glycolysis and ldh (a), TCA cycle (b) and pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) (c), and the
right side shows the amino acid metabolism (d). Glycolysis: gpi = glucosephosphateisomerase;
gapdh = glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; pgk = phosphoglycerate kinase; eno = eno-
lase; pk = pyruvate kinase; ldh = lactate dehydrogenase; TCA: pdh = pyruvate dehydrogenase;
icdh = isocitrate dehydrogenase; akgdh = a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase; succdh = succinyl-CoA
synthetase; maldh = malate dehydrogenase; PPP: g6Pd = glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase; PPP
nonox = pentose phosphate pathway non-oxidative part. Amino acids: gpt = glutamate-pyruvate
transaminase; arg = arginine, asp-got = aspartate aminotransferase; aspg = aspartate transaminase;
glud = glutamate dehydrogenase; gls = glutaminase; shmt = serine hydroxy methyltransferase;
his = histidine; ile = isoleucine; leu = leucine; lys = lysine; met = methionine; prodh = proline dehy-
drogenase; phe = phenylalanine; serc3 = serine incorporator 3; thr = threonine; trp = tryptophan;
tyr = tyrosine; val = valine; cat = catabolism; deg = degradation.

An MFA provided a deeper insight into the mechanism of the metabolic shift. The
first phase is characterized by high fluxes through the glycolysis; these are divided into
production of lactate and alanine and a high flux into the TCA. Further on, high fluxes of
amino acids are used to replenish the TCA cycle. In the second phase, reduced fluxes occur
in glycolysis, TCA and from most of the amino acids into TCA. To compensate for the low
fluxes into the TCA, lactate is consumed instead of being produced. In the third phase, the
flux in glycolysis and TCA increases again. Due to the higher uptake of glucose, lactate
is consumed only at low levels. The metabolism of the amino acids in this phase is at the
lowest level.

The redox metabolism—which was not part of the metabolic model—is probably
a major reason for the metabolic shifts because the redox ratio is an important control
variable. The redox effect, for example, the ratio of NADH to NAD+, can have powerful
effects on many reaction rates [5]. The supply of NADH from the cytosol remains sufficient
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until the glucose rate decreases. When the NADH supply becomes inadequate, the lactate
concentration is high. This concentration, combined with a low redox, leads to the reversal
in LDH. Therefore, lactate is consumed and NADH is produced. The redox variable
increases more at the end of the process at high seeding densities with a higher feed
compared to lower seeding densities [5]. This could explain why lactate consumption is
reduced to zero as NADH is available in sufficient amounts due to glycolysis.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The objectives of this study were defined into three areas. The first objective was the
analysis and comparison of metabolic phases in conventional and high seeding density
processes using segmented modeling. The methodology for segmented modeling was
applied to identify the metabolic phases and to compare the trends in the central carbon
metabolism. Segmented modelling improves our understanding of the metabolism of the
HSD processes in comparison to standard process. The identified phases were similar for
all HSD processes. The first phase is three days shorter in the HSD process compared to the
STD process. Consequently, the third phase is increased by three days when the seeding
density is increased compared to the STD process. However, the models generated with
a specific rate of consumption or release of metabolites show similar trends in different
phases, especially for glucose, lactate, ammonia, ASN and ALA. Therefore, the HSD process
is not just shifted in time, but the metabolic phases are also changed. This contradicts
studies that have concluded that the HSD process is only shifted in time [7]. As shown, the
specific productivity and the overall titer thereby increase.

In the second objective, the segmented model was applied for feeding optimization
in the HSD process using measured experiments. The insights provided by segmented
modeling allowed further optimization of the process. The proposal based on the identified
metabolic phases was to adjust the feed rate at the time point at which the metabolic
shift occurs. This would meet the nutrient needs of the cells in the respective metabolic
phase. The feeding regime adaption based on segmented modeling was implemented and
exhibited an improved performance. A further proposal regarding feed optimization is to
overcome the amino acid depletion in the first and second metabolic phases. A complemen-
tary study showed that optimizing the feeding strategy according to the metabolic phases
led to two outcomes: (1) a reduction in the feeding amount without negative effects on
process performance and (2) an increase in the titer for one cell line by overcoming amino
acid depletion. This shows the potential of this approach of model-based optimization of
feeding strategy considering metabolic phases.

In the third objective, a metabolic flux analysis was performed. The segmented
model was extended by integration of intracellular fluxes. In the first part, the breakpoints
between the metabolic phases were identified with segmented linear modeling using
the extracellular fluxes of the cell. At the beginning it was assumed, that integration of
intracellular phases from the MFA lead to the identification of more phases that were not
detected when only using extracellular fluxes. Furthermore, this combines the segmented
model with a constraint-based metabolic model. However, integration of the intracellular
fluxes results in the identification of the same breakpoints and therefore the same phases.
This strongly supports the previous identification of phases and proves the reliability of
the calculations with extracellular phases. This proves that segmented modeling with
extracellular rates is simple but effective; further integration of MFA results is not necessary
for phase identification.

Looking ahead, segmented modeling has potential in subsequent modeling and pre-
diction. Segmented modeling provides the basis for analyzing correlations between the
different amino acids and their contribution to an increased productivity/viability. Overall,
this work showed the potential of segmented modelling as a linear regression model repre-
senting the average characteristics of the cell phenotype. Further comprehensive analyses
of amino acid composition in feed and basal media can facilitate designing experiments for
the development and optimization of cell culture processes.
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